easiLengths AFTER CARE
After installation, a two-week checkup is recommended
to ensure the taped extensions are secure, answer any
questions, review home care, styling, and replace and/or
adjust any troublesome extensions.

Cleansing and Conditioning

•Wait 72 hours to shampoo or wet your extensions.
•If possible, shampoo less frequently, every other or every
third day. A dry shampoo is a great shampoo alternative.
•Shampoo hair in a downward direction, avoid twisting or
scrubbing your hair. Rinse out the shampoo thoroughly.
•Use conditioners, leave-in conditioners and smoothing
serums on the mid shaft and ends only.
•Consult your stylist for shampoo, conditioner, and
treatments best for use with your extensions and hair type.
•Gently squeeze hair with a towel to remove excess water,
do not rub, or twist.
•While still wet, apply a leave in conditioner to ends to add
additional moisture and allow you to detangle.

Styling

•You are able to style your hair as usual being mindful to put
minimal stress on your hair during styling and finishing.
•Thermal tools can be used on your extensions. However, it
is recommended you use a thermal protectant and keep the
styling tool on a medium temperature.
•Avoid using a curling or flat iron near or on the panels to
prevent damaging them.
•Pinch the taped panels together when drying.
•Use brushes designed to work with extensions, Blow-dry to
approximately 80% dry before round brushing in your style.
•Avoid using round brushes close to the root area; they may
catch on the extension and pull them out.

Maintaining

•Do not sleep on hair while wet. Tie the hair loosely in a
ponytail or two low braids to prevent pulling, dreading and
matting during sleep and exercising.
•Wet before and shampoo immediately after swimming in salt
water or chlorine; both are the enemy of extensions.
•Brush the hair with the loop brush several times daily to
prevent dreading and matting of extensions at the base.
•You may have your hair colored the same day of an
installation (recommended) or 14 days following your
extension installation.
•Full removal and reinstallation is recommended between 8
to 12 weeks.
•Use caution near items that could catch or tear out extensions
such as seatbelts, swings, and doors.
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